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December 2014 Newsletter       
 

 

Dear Parents, 

Happy Holidays.  We will be closed from Wed Dec 24 through Sun Jan 4. 

As many families travel during this time, here are 5 of our favorite math 

activities for those long road trips or while waiting at the airport. 

Car-Go – This is like Bingo.  Draw a Bingo table and fill it with one or two 

digit numbers.  Look around for numbers – car license plate, highway 

numbers, speed signs, bill boards and cross out the numbers you spot. Twist: 

You can add, subtract, multiply numbers you spot to get the number on 

your Car-Go card. 

Solve for 24 – Pick 4 numbers, and add, subtract, multiply, divide to get 

to 24, or as close to 24 as possible.  Here are examples of 4 numbers that 

you can add, subtract, multiply , divide to get 24:  1,2,3, 4 (Solution: 2 X 3 X 

4), 5,5,5,5 (Solution: 5x5 – (5/5)); 2,4,6,8 (Solution: 2X6 + 4 + 8). 

Guess my Number –First, think of a number, we’ll use 98 for example.  

Have your child ask questions to guess the number.  Is it less than 100?  Is it 

an even number? Is it divisible by 3?  Is it more than 30? Is it a prime 

number? They are allowed 10 guesses. 

Gas Prices Rounding: It’s 

almost a guarantee that while 

you’re driving you will run into 

some type of gas station. When 

you do, have your children 

round the prices to the nearest 

number of your choice. For 

example, you drive by and it’s 

$2.41 per gallon, they would 

round down to either $2.40, or 

$2.00. 

Number Facts Practice: A Wrap up key is a great way to practice 

number facts in a car.  Essential that your child reads out the number facts 

he is “wrapping” – the more of his 5 senses he employs in the practice, the 

easier the number fact will stick.  You can find Wrap-up keys for addition, 

subtraction, division, multiplication at Amazon.com 

 

Wherever you are spending your holiday season, our warm wishes is that 

you are surrounded by family, warmth, love and joy. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Myrtha Chang 

 

 

 

 

Holiday Recess 
 

CLOSED from Wed Dec. 24 

through Sun. Jan 4. 

REMEMBER: You can always 

find our hours and any 

closure dates on 

mathschedule.com 

 
 

Website of the month 

Recently, the raffle 

winners won a 

Spirograph.  

Have you been feeling  

envious? Don’t worry! 

Now you can play with a 

free, online Spirograph 

called “Inspirograph”: 

mathsense.com/spiro 
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Snow Closures and Spring Schedule   
 

 

Snow Closings – Mathnasium follows the public school snow closing 

decisions.  If you are not sure, please go to www.MathSchedule.com for 

weather closing announcements.   

 

Schedule Changes -  When Spring sports come back up, if your child 

needs to change his/her regular schedule for Spring, please call the 

office.  If you just need to change a date here and there, please go to 

www.mathschedule.com directly.  Self-scheduling 24/7 is the most  

efficient way to re-schedule a session. 

  

 - How to Learn Math 
A study from Ohio State University looks into what it means to be “good at 

math.” This article says that about one in five people who say they are 

bad at math in fact score in the top half of those taking an objective 

math test.  

 

The report also says that  people who had low subjective numeracy may 

get flustered or discouraged when faced with a lot of numbers and just 

give up rather than working through difficult problems. It doesn’t mean 

they are “bad” at math – just that numbers intimidate them and they 

don’t try to figure it out in the first place. 

 

At Mathnasium, we see students walking in, convinced they are bad at 

math.  It’s not easy to build that confidence back up.  The individualized 

learning plan is key:  having students work on material that’s just right for 

them to fill in the gaps that have made math felt confusing and hard to 

understand.  If the materials is too easy, they are not challenged and not 

learning.  If it’s too hard, they get discouraged.  Once math makes sense 

again, kids change their minds:  they can be good at math.  

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/12/141210074142.htm 

 

 

This month’s RAFFLE PRIZE! 

 

Raffle Winners 
Priya C. 

Finian K. 

Jenna S. 

Ask your child if he/she 

knows how to earn raffle 

tickets for 

next month’s drawing! 
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